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Filtering:
1. From your home screen go to My Active Patients. Click on the grid.

Click here

2. From here you can choose to filter on My Active Patients or click the down arrow next to My
Active Patients and chose Active Patients if you want to expand your filtering.

3. Turn your filer button on. It is the
funnel shaped icon
4. You can filter on any of the fields in
the grid line. For example if you
wanted to filter on the SCP Initiated
you would: Click on the down arrow
next to SCP Initiated.
5. Then you could either do a Custom
Filter or filter by Contains Data, or
any other option
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6. Once you chose what criteria you want to filter on it will return a list of patients that have an
SCP Initiated and show you the date the SCP was initiated.

7. Depending on what column you choose to filter on you can create a Custom Filter, Contains
Data or check boxes of criteria you want to see. Each column offers various options to filter.

8. You can continue to refine your filter in any of the columns and it will continue to display the
information you wish to filter on.
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Saving Filters as a New View
9. Once you are done filtering you can save as a new view. You will need to click on the drop
down arrow next to My Active patients or Active Patients depending on which criteria you
are use
10. Scroll down to Save Filter as New View
11. You will then see a box pop up that says Save as new View

12. Name the view in the Name box and add a description.

Optional
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13. Click Save
14. Your screen will now show the name of the new view you just created.

15. To find the view you created next time you are working in Care Navigator you will start from
your home screen and click the grid next to My Active patients.

16. Click the drop down arrow next to My
Active Patients
17. Then scroll down to the My Views
section
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18. Find the view that you are looking for then click on it
19. It will then bring you to the view you created.

20. You can work from this view depending on what the view is or you can click the drop down
arrow next to the name of the view you created and chose My Active Patients or Active
Patients depending on what you are looking for.
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